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Abstract 
 

Two characters (marks) of Urdu are part of Urdu 

Zabita Takhti (UZT 1.01) but not present in Unicode 

(5.1.0). There is at least one mark and one character of 

Urdu, written in books and dictionaries, which is 

neither part of UZT, nor of Unicode. After reviewing 

several dictionaries, it is observed that without 

inclusion of these three symbols, development of a 

correct dictionary and a text-to-speech system for 

Urdu is not possible. This paper recommends the 

inclusion of these four in Unicode. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Urdu is native language of 182 million people; it has 

more than 270 million speakers and is fourth most 

spoken language (after Chinese, English and Spanish) 

in the world
1
. The language has a history of more than 

700 years. But its character set was not standardized till 

January 26, 2004
2
. However, the variants of these 

characters as well as the marks are not standardized by 

any body or authority yet. No complete, (almost error 

free) dictionary, corpus or lexicon of Urdu with correct 

marks has yet been prepared using Unicode. Some 

serious efforts, including a few sponsored, have been 

made for preparation of computerized Urdu 

dictionaries, however, none is comparable with any 

standard/printed one. Among several causes of the 

flaw, one is absence of the certain marks that are used 

for producing proper pronunciation. Similarly, text-to-

speech systems cannot produce correct sound till they 

are trained with correct marks for any sound. 

 

2. Scope 
 

This paper is limited to inclusion of three symbols 

i.e. (i) “Leta Pesh” (UZT # Hex-47) or “Arabic Damma 

Majhool”; (ii) “Leti Zer” (UZT # 48) or “Kasra 

Majhool” and; (iii) “Alif-e-Wavi”, representation of 

“Noon Ghunna” (U+06BA, UZT# 71) when appears in 

middle form, and modifying definitions of (i) “Arabic 

Zwarakay” (U+0659) for its use as “Leta Zabar” or 

“Fatha Majhool” and; (ii) “Arabic Vowel Sign Inverted 

Small V Above” (U+065B) for its use as “Ulta Jazm”. 

There is a possibility of absence of other characters 

too. 

 

3. Revision of UZT 
 

Urdu Zabita Takhti Version 1.01 (Urdu Code Page) 

was standardized by the Government of Pakistan in 

July, 2001 whereas the character set of Urdu was 

standardized by the National Language Authority in 

January, 2004. Thus, the UZT may need a revision in 

the light of the approved character set. 

 

4. Dictionary entries 
 

A typical dictionary entry includes these parts: 

1. The word or phrase broken into syllables.  

2. The word or phrase with the pronunciation 

indicated through the use of diacritical marks - 

marks that indicate the vowel sounds such as a 

long vowel or a vowel affected by other 

sounds; accent marks, a mark called the schwa 

that tells you that the vowel is in an 

unaccented syllable of the word.  

3. the part or parts of speech the word functions 

as -for example as a noun (n.), verb (v.), 

adjective (adj.), or adverb (adv.).  

4. Related forms of the word, such as the plural 

form of nouns and the past tense of verbs.  

5. The definition or definitions of the word or 

phrase. Generally dictionaries group the 

definitions according to a word's use as a 

noun, verb, adjective, and/or adverb.  

6. The origin, or etymology, of the word or 

words, such as from the Latin, Old French, 

Middle English, Hebrew, the name of a 

person. Some dictionaries use the symbol < to 

mean "came from." For example, the origin of 
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the word flank is given as "<Old French 

flanc<Germanic."This tells us that flank came 

from the Old French word fanc. The French 

word in turn came from the German language. 

Some dictionaries use abbreviations to tell you 

where the item came from: OE for Old 

English, L for Latin, and so forth.  

 

4.1. Webster’s NewWorld Dictionary 
 

In Webster’s NewWorld Dictionary of American 

English
3
 (Third Edition), the syntax of entries is as 

follows: 

Main entry word (pronunciation) part-of-speech 

label. Inflected form, <The Etymology>, The 

Definition, USAGE Labels & Notes 

For example: 

bazaar (bə zär’) n. [Pers bāzār, a market] 1 a market 

or street of shops and stalls, esp. in Middle Eastern 

countirs 2 a shop for selling various kinds of goods 3 a 

sale of various articles, usually to raise money for a 

club, church, etc. 

 

4.2. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
 

In Oxford Dictionary
4
, the syntax of an entry is: 

headword (also alternative spellings of 

headword)/pronunciation/part of speech/definition 

For Example: 

Bazaar/bə'za:(r)/n 1 (in eastern countries) group of 

shops or stalls or parth of a town where these are. 2 

(in Britain, USA, etc) (place where there is a) sale 

of goods to raise money for charitable purposes: a 

church bazaar. 

 

4.3. ���� �ِ�	
õ 
 

In Farhang-e-Talaffuz
5
, the syntax of an entry is as 

follows: 

Main entry word
6
. part-of-speech label. The 

Definition 

For Example: 

�زار �زار�� �زار�� �زار�� �� �� 8 ��7 ا�� ��ں �� ��
و � ��؛ õ و " #�
��ں   �� $% �ð وہ (
$)�* �+ � ,-./ 01 03 ��ل  �ر �56؛ ��4 #- �ں �8ٹ؛ �,� 9 =؛ د+�;:# #-ö؛ ��ر

�زار?�ں �Cم؛ ج ��؛ ��Gى؛ �Eرع �Cم؛ A@ر?�ِہ  �زار?�ں�� �زار?�ں�� �زار?�ں�� �� : 
 �ð�� رى؛� ,�� #J ��
�KL زار?�ن� �� @ �زارى: ¯�گ؛ ;:# �زارى�� �زارى�� �زارى�� �� : : : :�C ؛PQRS� TU زار� �؛ �� #-V.W م؛


وش)õ �YZ؛ ]$S\[�E�; 0؛â �_R�  

BBBBāzārāzārāzārāzār. Ism. mūzk̠kar. Wo jgha jhān̠ khrīd o frokht 

ho, jhān̠ buht sī dukānyn̠ hun̠. Haṭ, pyn̠t,̣ tjarti māl kī 

khpt kā ḥalqa, markīt, manḍi, shar‘a ‘ām, guzrgah i 

‘ām, jam‘a mūzk̠kar, BBBBāzāāzāāzāāzārgan̠rgan̠rgan̠rgan̠: byopari, tajir log, nīz 

Bāzārgan ṣift: BBBBāzārīāzārīāzārīāzārī: Bāzār kay mut‘aliq, ‘ām, 

gheṭiya, m‘amūlī, nā shaisth, ‘īṣmt frwsh. 
 

Thus, it is clear that marks are integral part of all 

dictionaries. 

 

 

5. Marks (ا��اب) in Urdu: 
 

There are following marks in Urdu: 

 

Name Unicode Unicode 

Description 

Alef Maksura: ا U+0627 Arabic letter 

Alef 

Alef 

Mamduda: آ 
U+0622 Arabic letter 

Alef with 

Madda above ≡ 

u+0627 + 

u+0653 

Alef Bala  ٰ  U+0670 Arabic letter 

superscript Alef 

Alef Gher 

malfuz  ْا  
U+0627 

+ 

U+06EB 

Arabic letter 

Alef with 

Arabic center 

high stop 

Alef-e-Wavi  U+0622 

+ 

U+06EB 

Arabic letter 

Alef with 

Madda above 

with Arabic 

center high stop 

above Madda 

Alef Zerin  U+0656
9
 Arabic subscript 

Alef 

Waw Mar‘uf
10

 

 

U+0648 

+ 

U+0657 

Arabic letter 

waw with 

Arabic inverted 

Damma on it. 

Waw Majhool 

 

U+0648 

+ 

U+0659 

Arabic letter 

waw with 

Arabic 

zwarakay
11

 

Waw Lain َو  U+064E 

+ 

U+0648 

Arabic letter 

waw with 

Arabic Fatha on 

previous 

character 
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Waw Madulah 

 Waw Gher) ْو 

malfuz)
12

 

U+0648 

+ 

U+06EB 

Arabic letter 

waw with 

Arabic center 

high stop 

Yah-e-Mar‘uf 

  ِى
U+0650 

+ 

U+06CC 

Arabic Letter 

Farsi Yeh with 

Arabic Kasra on 

previous 

character 

Yah-e-Majhool 

 

U+6D2 + 

{Kasra 

Majhool} 

Arabic Letter 

Yeh Barree with 

Arabic Kasra 

majhool 

Yah-e- Lain 

  َے
U+064E 

+ 

U+06D2 

Arabic Letter 

Yeh Barree with 

Arabic Fatha on 

previous 

character 

Fatha (Zabar) َ   U+064E Arabic Fatha 

Kasra (Zer) ِ   U+0650 Arabic Kasra 

Damma (Pesh) ُ َ  U+064F Arabic Damma 

Fatha Majhool 

(Leta Zabar) 

 

U+0659 Arabic 

Zwarakay 

Kasra Majhool 

(Leti Zer)  

Inclusion in Unicode is 

proposed in this paper 

Damma 

Majhool (Leta 

Pesh)  

Inclusion in Unicode is 

proposed in this paper 

Damma 

M‘akus (Ulta 

Pesh)  

U+0657 Arabic Inverted 

Damma 

Fatha 

Maghnoona 

 

U+064E 

+ 

U+0646 

+ 

U+065A 

Arabic letter 

Noon with 

Arabic vowel 

sign small V 

above and 

Arabic Fatha on 

previous 

character 

Kasra 

Maghnoona 

 

U+0650 

+ 

U+0646 

+ 

U+065A 

Arabic letter 

Noon with 

Arabic vowel 

sign small V 

above and 

Arabic Kasra on 

previous 

character 

Damma 

Maghnoona 

U+064F 

+ 

Arabic letter 

Noon with 

 U+0646 

+ 

U+065A 

Arabic vowel 

sign small V 

above and 

Arabic Damma 

on previous 

character 

Noon Sahi ن U+0646 Arabic Letter 

Noon 

 

Noon Ghunna 

 ں

U+06BA Arabic Letter 

Noon Ghunna 

Meem bshakal-

e-Noon  

U+0646 

+ 

U+065B 

Arabic Letter 

Noon with 

Arabic vowel 

sign inverted 

small V above 

Tashdeed  ّ U+0651 Arabic Shadda 

Jazm ۡ U+06E1 Arabic Jazm 

Ulta Jazm  U+065A Arabic vowel 

sign small V 

above 

Fatahtan (Do 

Zabar)  

U+064B Arabic Fatahtan 

Kasratan (Do 

Zer)  

U+064D Arabic Kasratan 

Dammatan (Do 

Pesh)  

U+064C Arabic 

Dammatan 

 

 

6. Definition of “Majhool” 
 

The lexical meaning of “Majhool” is little unknown. 

It is used for the sound which is not available in a 

greater language. In the context of this paper, the word 

majhool is used for the sound which is unknown or not 

available in Arabic. 

 

7. Damma Majhool (Leta Pesh)  
 

The symbol of Damma Majhool (Leata Pesh) is a 

small circle accompanied by a horizontal line towards 

its right at the top of any character.  
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"ہ (1)  
دا;-#A 
 
ف Tf او�,ðh #- 
ا ��ا �, #:. ,i ل ؛ُرخ�k �l� $
ّ
Yn 

(To ��
ö 
	�p �q13
 

H	arf ke ūpar gardānydah rukh phayra huya pesh, z̤mma 

majhūl ko z	ahir kerta hay. 

“Averted pesh over a character represents z̤mma 

majhūl.” 

 

This is in of the group which is present in UZT 

(Hex-47) but not recommended by Dr. Khawar Zia for 

inclusion into Unicode. Examples of its use are given 

below:- 

 

 
 


ت (1)�s :؛tر) ا� �õ ش؛ u� vn م�C ؛$wxwy ؛� ,*
 ,ð 
(�;�
وف �R� 
 �ر �,z 

Shuhrat: zmma majhūl shīn, fatha ra, ism muanus, 

charchā, ghulghulha, 'ām tṳr par marūf hona. 
“Fame: Averted pesh on shīn, tilted line above ra. 

Noun feminine. Admiration, tumult, known to 

common.” 

�ر. ا��. ~{ ہu� vn ك؛ : }�
ام (2)� �+ TŠ�. روTŠ د�
ال  .واو�#

Kuhrām: zmma majhūl kāf, skūn ha, ism mūzk̠kar, 

ronay dhonay ka shur, wawayla. 
“Lamentation: Averted pesh on kāf, amputation on 

ha, Noun masculine. Noise of weeping, crying.” 

 

 
 

� u� vn ص؛ ~{ ح؛ �õ ب) ا �t) دو~(3) �-4ò  ؛��
(�R�� �ط؛ ��4 ��؛ ار�-� #-w �* v	 6.��؛ #-  ر���õ؛ ~��5 ا�.�� ��

Ṣuḥbat zmma majhūl sād, skūn ha, fatha ba. ism 

muanus. Dosti, rfaqt, sath ūṭhna bayṭhna, ham jlaysi, 

irtbat;̤ mujam‘at 

Company: Averted pesh on sād, amputation on ha, 

Noun masculine. Friendship, closeness, living together, 

acquaintance, association 

 

8. Kasra Majhool (Leti Zer)  
 

The symbol of the mark Leti Zer is a small line 

under the character.  

 

 
 

To ال��C 01 �ل k �l� ہ
\ö �� 9 #�
  .ز�#

Zayrīn̠ khat kasrah majhūl kī ‘alamt hay. 
“Underline of a character is the symbol of kasrah 

majhūl.” 

 

Kasra Majhool (or Leti Zer) appeared in UZT (HEX 

48) in 2001. Unicode version 3.2 was available at that 

time. In last seven years, Unicode has gone through 

several additions including two major updates in 

Unicode 4.0 and 5.0. However, this mark has not yet 

been included.  

Dr. Khaver Zia, in his presentation “Towards 

Unicode Standard for Urdu” delivered during First 

National Urdu Software Development Workshop held 

in March, 2001 at FAST-NU, Lahore grouped this 

symbol in a category of characters of UZT which are 

not part of Unicode (3.2) but inclusion into Unicode 

was not recommended by him. 

It is observed that Kasra Majhool (Leti Zer) is 

widely used in Urdu marks to indicate proper 

pronunciation of certain words. Here are a few 

examples
14

:- 

 


ا�:�
ا� (1)��   :�ö  س؛ ~{ ہ) ا��) ُ��ُ=؛ ��ج؛ u�
 ��";� �� 
 ,� 
~ Tf �.دو� � �ں +� �(�ب �� #��� 01 �ں  #J��� � �ں �#¯�� ,i
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v�� 0â؛  �TŠ وا �* � ¡� 
 
ے �,�� Tf �.دو� � ��� To؛ �Eدى �# �*
�ز؛ اSõ¢�ر) #-Sا� 

Sayhra:- kasrah majhūl sīn, skūn ha, ism mūzk̠kar. 

Tāj, phūlun̠ ya motīn̠ kī lṛyūn̠ ka nīqab ju dulha kay 

sar par ban̠dha jātā hay, shādi yā dulha kay sayhray 

par līkhī janay walī naẓm, imtīāz, iftikhār. 
“Chaplet: underline on sīn, amputation on ha, Noun 

masculine. Tiara, crown, hood of string of flowers or 

pearls which is being tied on the head of groom. A 

poem written on the occasion of wreathing a groom or 

on marriage, distinction, elegance.” 

 

 
 

0â :*�د£$ (2) 9 آTŠ وا �ر �:#k¤ (ث) ا�� �õ د؛ u� �ö 
�ار واR٠$؛ ~�;$4)§E�h آTŠ واال ;�� #- ,� };� �ت) ا*, �� 

Ḥādsh̠: kasrah majhūl dāl, fatha sa̠, ism mūzk̠kar. 

Ẓhūr main̠ āānay valī bāt. Achānk pesh āānay valā nā 

khushgvār vaq'a, sānḥā. 
“Accident: underline on dāl, tiled line above sa, 

Noun masculine. Occurrence of news, occurrence of an 

unfortunate happening, mishap.” 

 

 
 

 u� �ö م) ¬») ~�Tª واال: ~��� (3)

Sam‘e: kasrah majhūl mīm. Ṣift, sunnay wala 

“Listener: underline on mīm. Adjective. One who 

hears.” 

 

9. Alif-e-Wavi  
 

Though, its use is very limited, It can be defined as:- 

Arabic letter Alef with Madda above with Arabic 

center high stop above Madda. However, Shan ul Haq 

Haqqui and Molvi Abdul Haq have used this notation 

to produce sound of ô for writing words like Ball or 

Call in Urdu. As, it is neither ل� �� (bāl), nor ل� �� (bol) or 

�ل or (bāl) +�لq (kol). The sound is in between of the 

two. 

 Yn $ �� To ص�®ُ¯� T#°�  Tf ظ�K¯ى ا@ #�
$ Cال�� ا;³ #�
 )Call, BallاµE(�ق م 

Yah ‘alamt an̠grayzī alfāẓ kay līay makhṣūṣ ha 

bhzm̤n ishtīqāq masāl call, ball. 
“This symbol is reserved for some English words, 

for example: call, ball.” 

 

10. Noon Ghunna ں 

 

Noon Ghunna when appears in isolated form, it 

appears as “ں” (U+06BA). However, when it appears 

in the center of a word, like $¶;� �;"؛���؛ ~��؛ ,�,� 
�;�� its correct glyph is a small “v” above “ن”. This 

symbol is widely used in all the dictionaries as well as 

several literary books. However, it is absent from 

Unicode. 

�رى ادا " 01 آواز �, ¸ ِاس  �ð �¹ } 9) ا�# #:8 03 �� 9 #:S��* 01 دو ن 
 Tº #- �ð ��ن"� �ن"؛ "�, #-A" ن"؛� �رے " د�-# ,� ¸ �ð ے

ہ) دو~ و«:#

�À 9%¿� �� آواز ;¾½T؛ ا¼#��  ��ö $¶w �"ر ;�ك �:# �� �
 ;$ ادا � �ر �,z
9 ا �اں؛ *��� �:#Áö ں؛�Y~ Tº #- �ð (9 #:8 TÂ�{ $�»ُ ن�Ã TU

9 آ��  #:� 
¸ آ  �ð $�»ُ ن�Ã (9 
ہ �:# �=؛ 	�\�� و«:# ~�;Ä؛ ا�#
� #-� TÂ 9 د�# #:�Å $ÆÇ� 9 ¹� اس 	
 ُا�To �V اس �:# To 9 آ�� #:� È #- �� 

 T#°	� ,* �;�É� م@ �ð(v)"١5 

Nūn kī dw ḥāltain̠ hotī hayn̠. Aayk tw jb īs kī 

āāvāz purī adā ho jaysey pān, gayan, dhayan, 

wgayrha. Dūsray jb puray tṳr par na adā ho blkh kīsī 

qdr nāk main̠ gungunī sī āāvāz nīlay, aysī ḥālt main̠ 

usay nūn ghunha kehtay hayn̠. Jaysey samān̠, kun̠wān̠, 

sān̠p, īn̠t,̣ hn̠snā wgayrha main̠. nūn ghunha jb āākhr 

main̠ āātā ha īs main̠ nūqta nahīn̠ datay laykin bīch 

main̠ āātā ha tw us pr ūlṭā jzm lgāna chāhīay. 
“There are two styles of nūn. First when it gives its 

full sound like pān, gayan, dhayan, etc. Second when it 

delivers partial sound from nose. In such a situation it 

is called nūn ghunha. For example: samān ̠, kun ̠wān ̠, 

sān ̠p, īn ̠t�, hn ̠snā etc. When nūn ghunha appears at the 

end of a word, the dot inside nūn is not placed. 

However, when it appears in-between a word, an 

inverted jzm is placed on top of the dot.” 
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Almost all the authentic dictionaries have used this 

correct symbol for Noon Ghunna. For Example:- 

 

 

 
};
َ
$؛ RÆÌ$؛ �Z$؛ : ا .�پ؛ �ÍÎن؛ �.-, �õ ا؛ «�$) ا��) �,


ہ)¢ ��  

Ān̠k: fatha Alef, ghunha. ism mūzk̠kar. Chāp, 

Nishān, Ṭhappa, Qith̤, ḥissh, bkhrh.    
“Impression: tiled line above Alef, ghunha. Noun 

masculine. Stamp, Mark, Inkling, impact.” 

 

 

11. Fatha Majhool (Leta Zabar)  
 

A horizontal line above a character represents Fatha 

Majhool. Its examples include 
�s (city), ا
4ò 

(dessert). It is neither 
�
َ
s (shār) nor 
�sِ (shīr) nor 
�sْ 

(shūr) nor ۡش
	  (sh hr). The definitions of these two 

examples are as under:- 

 

(1) 
�s : u� �õ $� \��؛ ;³
؛ د�# �ى ¼�  /ش؛ ~{ ہ) ا��) ��
�زار  �ے �� �ر؛ �� �ا +�رو�� �� TÐ� �4 �� 01 �ں Ñ ��ں /.-# �� @ #:YS� TU ت�� د�#

�ں)� 

Shehr: fatha majhūl shīn, skūn ha, ism mūzk̠kar, 

bṛī bastī, nagar, dayhh/dayhāt say mutmīīz jhān̠ 

khaytun̠ kī bjāay bṛā kārwbār, bṛay bāzār hon̠. 
“City: Horizontal line above shīn, amputation on ha, 

Noun masculine. Municipality, town, opposite to 

village or villages, where there are businesses instead 

of farming.” 

 

 
 

4ْ
ا (2)ò : ؛�Eن؛ د�S\³ u� �õ ص؛ ~{ ح) ا��) ر�#
ÒÉ� �ð ن؛� ��� #- 
ا;$؛ ��   )و�#

Ṣhrā: fatha majhūl ṣād, skūn ḥa, ism mūzk̠kar, 

raygistān, dsht, wīrānā, bayābān, jangle. 
Desert: Horizontal line above s�ād, amputation on 

h�a, Noun masculine. Arid region, sandy area, 

wasteland, jangle. 

 

The shape of Arabic Zwarkay (U+0659) used in 

Pashtu is exactly equal to the shape of Fatha Majhool. 

If agreed by the linguists, it is recommended that the 

definition of Fatha Majhool for its use in Urdu may be 

included in U+0659. Alternatively, a new symbol for it 

can be included in Unicode. 

 

11. Ulta Jazm  
 

The shape of Ulta Jazm is similar to “Arabic Vowel 

Sign Inverted Small V Above” (U+065B). It is used 

when Urdu character Meem (م) appears in the same of 

Noon (ن). The examples include:-  
 �:�Ù and � ,-� ,ð. In 

both examples, the sound of character ن is of م. The 

definitions of these examples are:- 

 

(1)  
 �:�Ù : دار� �JE�� } �õ ع؛ ن �ÒÔ م؛ �õ ب) ا��) ا�#
 Tf � �JE�
�� �To �Sw اور � #:� 
 �ں �,Q*�~ ÕÖ �� � �×� ��دہ ���

(To ���
 ا~�YRSل � �ر �,z 

'mbar: fatha ‘an, nūn misl mīm, fatha ba, ism 

mūzk̠kar. aik khūshbūdār momī mādh jo b‘az ̤sāḥilūn̠ 

par tayrtā ha awr khūshbū kay tṳr par ist‘amāl hotā 

ha. 
“Ambergris: tiled line above ‘an, nūn sound-like 

mīm, tiled line above ba, Noun masculine. A 

fragranced wax-like material which sometimes floats 

on beaches and used as perfume.” 
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(2) � ,-� ,ð : م ÒÔ� $�» چ؛ �õ)� ,� v
َ
,ð((tزرد  ا� TŠ��� }  ا�#

�ل)� ,i دار � �JE�  ر;� +� �
Chmpā: fatha cheh, ghunha misl mīm, (cham pā), 

ism muanus. Ayk suhānay zrd rn̠g kā khūshbūdār phūl. 

“Jasmine:  tiled line above cheh, ghunha sound-like 

mīm, Noun feminine. A pleasant yellowish coloured 

fragranced flower.” 
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